In this article, we study inventory models to determine the optimal special order and maximum saving cost of imperfective items when the supplier offers a temporary discount. The received items are not all perfect and the defectives can be screened out by the end of 100% screening process. Three models are considered according to the special order that occurs at regular replenishment time, non-regular replenishment time, and screening time of economic order quantity cycle. Each model has two sub-cases to be discussed. In temporary discount problems, in general, there are integer operators in objective functions. We suggest theorems to find the closed-form solutions to these kinds of problems. Furthermore, numerical examples and sensitivity analysis are given to illustrate the results of the proposed properties and theorems.
INTRODUCTION
The economic order quantity (EOQ) model is popular in supply chain management. The traditional EOQ inventory model supposed that the inventory parameters (for example: cost per unit, demand rate, setup cost or holding cost) are constant during sale period. Schwarz [32] discussed the finite horizon EOQ model, in which the costs of the model were static and the optimal ordering number could be found during the finite horizon. In real life, there are many reasons for suppliers to offer a temporary price In Model 1, the first order is taken using regular EOQ at reduced price ck  , others are taken at regular price c . For Case (1), the total cost without special order during the identical period length (1 ) ( ) (
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The saving cost of Case (1) and Case (2) is 
In Model 1, if the defective percentage for each order is zero, the screening rate quickly tends to infinite and the screening cost is zero, Model 1 is the same as Martin (1994 ) model. Martin (1994 
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For Case (3) and Case (4), if there is no temporary price discount occurs, the total cost without special order during the identical period length 
, where 3, 4 j  , the saving cost of Case (3) and Case (4) 
Model 3
According to the special period length ends before or after screening time of last regular EOQ period length, we have following two sub-cases to be discussed. (i) Case (5) : 
For Case (5) and Case (6), if there is no temporary price discount occurs, the total cost without special order during the identical period length 
THEORETICAL RESULTS
In this section, we suggest properties of () () 
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where m is a non-negative integer.
Proof of Property 4-1 is given in appendix. 
Proof of Theorem 1 is given in the appendix. Theorem 2 
Proof of Theorem 2 is the same as Theorem 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we use the same cost parameters of Hsu and Yu (2009) to illustrate the theorems proposed. The sensitivity analysis of major parameters on the optimal solutions will also be carried out. Table 1 .
From Table 1 , we can obtain following results: (a) Ordering quantity and saving cost increase as discount price increases. This implies that when supplier offers more temporary discount, retailers will order more quantity to save cost. 
DQ
. The reason is the defective items are withdrawn from inventory before special order occurs. The holding cost does not involve defective items. Example 2. The sensitivity analysis is performed to study the effects of changes of major parameters on the optimal solutions. All the parameters are identical to Example 1 except the given parameter. The following inferences can be made based on 
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. It implies when remnant stock level is high, it don't need to orders more special order quantity. It induces low saving cost.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we developed an inventory model to determine the optimal special order and maximum saving cost of imperfective items for retailers who use economic order quantity model and are faced with a temporary discount. According to the time that supplier offers a temporary reduction to retailers, we discuss three models in this article. Each model has two sub-cases to be discussed. In temporary discount problems, the ordering number is an integer variable, there are integer operators in objective function. It is hard to find closed-form solutions of their extreme values. A distinguishing feature of the proposed theorems is that they can easily apply to find closed-form solutions of temporary discount problems. The results in numerical examples and sensitivity analysis of key model parameters indicate following insights: (a) Both ordering quantity and saving cost increase as discount price increases; (b) For the same discount, Case (5) has larger saving cost than others. This means, in Case (5), retailers earn maximum saving cost; (c) Higher values of screening rate induce special order quantity and higher saving cost; (d) Higher values of holding cost rate and purchasing cost cause a lower value of special order quantity and saving cost.
The further advanced research will extend the proposed models in several ways. For example, we can extend the imperfect model by allowing shortages the horizon may be finite. Also we can consider the demand rate as not been constant. 
